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Abstract- This research work aims in design and 

development of an improved extreme learning 

machine classifier for intrusion detection system. The 

proposed research work contributed a single layer 

neural network which is trained starting with hidden 

nodes to the maximum number of hidden nodes and 

the expected learning accuracy. The improved ELM 

makes use of an intermediate variable in the overall 

recursive process which obtains better learning rate 

with reduced error. KDD cup’99 dataset that 

contains four major types of attacks in the network is 

chosen for performing IELM classification. 

Performance metrics detection rate and false alarm 

rate are chosen. Simulation results shows that the 

proposed IELM classifier outperforms in terms of 

improved detection rate and reduced false alarm 

rate. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 Intrusion Detection Systems (IDSs) is an 

advancing modernization for guaranteeing security 

among computer networks. As an instance, 

previously denial-of-service (DoS) attack jargon 

carry about real disaster, though these days, 

productive DoS attacks can bring about 

overwhelming capital related hard luck to 

associations. The purpose of intrusion detection 

frameworks is to distinguish abnormal or exploitation 

conduct of framework and tell to network 

administrators about the exercises. Abundant 

intrusion detection setups have security limitations, 

for example, neglecting to encrypt the log documents, 

overlooking access control, and neglecting to perform 

trustworthiness checks, and so on. An IDS is further 

protected than other security gadgets, for example, 

firewalls [1]. Previous research works falls majorly in 

two significant ideas known as anomaly detection 

and signature detection taking into consideration 

anomalous conduct of the framework [2]. At first IDS 

comprises of accumulation of audit data from the 

watched framework. At that point this data is either 

preprocessed or specifically connected to the 

indicator to generate an alarm. The fundamental point 

of IDS is to expand detection rate and to decrease 

false alarm rate in recognizing attacks. As of late, the 

researcher for the most part centered on anomaly 

detection in view of proposed procedures, for 

example, data mining, neural system, etc.  

The Intrusion detection models can be categorized 

into two main types: misuse-based and anomaly-

based [3, 4]. A misuse-based IDS also known as 

signature-based or pattern-based, detecting known 

attacks based on information stored in a database. 

Although this kind of intrusion detection is efficient 

in detecting existing intrusions, it is fooled by any 

small modification in the original. Anomaly-based 

models can be used to detect both known and 

unknown intrusions, detecting deviations from 

normal connections [5]. The major disputes in the 

current anomaly intrusion detection systems are their 

low detection rates, which indicate that they can 

potentially miss detecting serious attacks and the high 

‘false alarm’ rates, which indicate that a normal 

connection may be falsely classified as an attack. In 

general, attacks can be divided into four categories 

[6]: 

A. Denial of Service (DoS) This type of attack is 

common at the scenario when an attacker intends to   

deny / restrict authorized users from using a Service, 

computer or resource. Some of the examples of DoS 

are SYN Flood, Ping of Death, Back, Smurf, Land, 

Apache2 and Teardrop [7]. 

B.  Remote to User (R2L) Attacker seeks access to 

the victim machine. Examples are Send mail, 

Dictionary, Named, Guest, Imap, Ftp_write. 

C. User to Root (U2R): Attacker with local access to 

the victim machine and tries to gain super user 

privileges. Examples are Perl, Xterm, Loadmodule, 

Eject, Fdformat. 

D. Probing (Probe):  This attack is quite common 

when an attacker intends to take over information         

through access privileges on the target host.Examples 

are Saint, Nmap, Mscan, Satan, and Ipsweep. 

 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

  Decision trees also play a major role in 

intrusion detection [8]. The decision trees select the 

best features for each decision node all through the 

construction of the tree based on some well-defined 
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criteria. One such criterion is to make use of the 

information gain ratio, as used in C4.5. Decision trees 

generally have very high speed of operation and high 

attack detection accuracy. Debar et al. [9] and Zhang 

et al. [10] discuss the use of artificial neural networks 

for network intrusion detection. The neural networks 

can work effectively with noisy data; however it 

requires a large amount of data for training, and is 

often hard to decide on the best possible architecture 

for a neural network. Support vector machines are 

also used in detecting intrusions [11]. Support vector 

machines map real valued input feature vector to a 

superior dimensional feature space through nonlinear 

mapping and provides real-time detection capability, 

deals with large dimensionality of data, and is used 

for binary-class as well as multiclass classification. 

Frameworks have been proposed to overcome the 

weakness of single intrusion detection system [12], 

and they describe the collaborative use of network-

based and host based systems. Maximum entropy 

principle [13] for detecting anomalies in the network 

traffic, make use of the normal data all through the 

training and build a baseline system. The system fails 

in modeling long-range dependencies in the 

observations. 

 Intelligent IDS [14, 15] achieve higher accuracy 

of detection with the intelligent computer programs. 

It investigates the environment and acts flexibly 

.These program compute the actions by learning the 

environment and by firing rules of 

inference[16].Intelligent IDS are capable of decision 

making and constraint checking .Fuzzy set [17, 18] 

form a key methodology for representing and 

processing uncertain information. Nowadays 

uncertainty such as imprecision, non-specificity, 

inconsistency, vagueness, etc arises in many forms in 

databases. Fuzzy sets exploit uncertainty in the 

attempt of making system complexity being 

manageable. As such, fuzzy sets represent 

approaches to deal with incomplete, noisy, or 

imprecise data. It also deals with the development of 

uncertain models of the data for providing smarter 

and smoother performance than traditional systems. 

ANN approach [19] for intrusion detection is feasible 

in learning the new attack. The limitations of above 

approach were the increase in training time, and not 

describing why certain network traffic was intrusive. 

A novel multilevel hierarchical kohenen net [20] 

detects intrusions in networks. In their work, 

randomly selected data points forming KDD cup 99 

were used to train and test the classifier. Their 

experimental observation proves that the hierarchical 

kohenen net in which each layer function on a small 

subset of the feature space was superior to kohenen 

net operating on the complete feature space in 

detecting various kinds of attacks. An IDS using NN 

[21] based modeling for detection of anomalous 

activities. The major limitation is computational load 

is very high. The time required for training is 

normally high. Most of the real life problems 

certainly need an optimal and acceptable solution 

rather than manipulating them specifically at the cost 

of ruined performance, time and space complexities. 

SVM [22] is a supervised learning method used for 

solving classification and regression problems. In 

SVM, there is a problem called local minima.SVM 

can train with large number of patterns. SVM are 

learning machines, and plots the training vectors in 

high-dimensional feature space, and labels each 

vector by its class. It classifies the data by 

determining a set of support vectors, which are 

members of the set of the training inputs that sketch a 

hyper plane in the feature space. SVMs are proven as 

a good candidate for intrusion detection due to their 

speed. SVM are scalable as they are relatively 

insensitive to the number of data points. The 

classification complexity does not depend on the 

dimensionality of the feature space, and hence they 

can potentially study a larger set of patterns and scale 

better than neural networks. SVMs are successfully 

applied to many applications in the multiclass 

classification [23].The hybrid approach [24] 

combines the best results of various individual 

systems resulting in more accuracy. The new system 

is designed to have the benefits of computational 

efficiency and high detection accuracy in a single 

system. 

 Various research works have been carried out 

for intrusion detection system using support vector 

machines [25] – [29].  

 

III. PROPOSED WORK 

 This research work aims in design and 

development of improved extreme learning machine 

classifier (IELM) for intrusion detection system. 

Conventional extreme learning machine is discussed 

in 3.1. The improved ELM part is discussed in 

section 3.2. for performing the classification task. 

A. Extreme Learning Machine 

 Assume that an SLFN with I input neurons, K 

hidden neurons, L output neurons and activation 

function g (·) is trained to learn N distinct samples 

(X, T), where
1]}[{  N

i RnxX  and 

LNRntT  ]}[{ 1  are the input matrix and target 

matrix respectively, ][nxi  denotes the input data in 

ith input neuron at nth time instant, and ][1 nt denotes 

the desired output in lth output neuron at nth time 

instant. In ELM, the input weights  ikW  and hidden 
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biases  kb  are randomly generated, where ikW is 

the weight connecting ith input neuron to kth hidden 

neuron, and kb  is the bias of kth hidden neuron. 

Further let .1][00  nxandbw kk . Hence, the 

hidden-layer output matrix 
KN

k RnhH  ]}[{

can be obtained by:
 









 



l

i

ikik wnxgnh
0

].[][

    (1)

 

Let 
LK

kl R  }{  be the matrix of output 

weights, where kl denotes the weight connection 

between k
th

 hidden neuron and l
th

 output neuron; and 
LN

l RnyY  ]}[{  be the matrix of network 

output data, with ][nyl  the output data in l
th

 output 

neuron at n
th

 time instant. Therefore, this equation 

can be obtained for the linear output neurons: 
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Or .HY 
  (3)

 

Thus, given the hidden-layer output matrix H and the 

targets matrix T, to minimize 2|||| TY  , the output 

weights can be calculated by the minimum norm 

least-square (LS) solution of the linear system: 

,.Hˆ † T
  (4) 

Where 
†H  is the Moore–Penrose generalized inverse 

of matrix H. By computing output weights 

analytically, ELM attains good generalization 

performance with speedy training phase. The key step 

in ELM is to compute
†H , which generally can be 

done by using the singular value decomposition 

(SVD). Unfortunately, the computational cost of this 

method is dominated by the computing cost of the 

SVD, which is several times higher than matrix-matrix 

multiplication, even if a state-of-the-art 

implementation is used. It is revealed that if the N 

training data are distinct, H is full column rank; rank 

equals the number of columns, with probability one 

when K ≤ N. In real applications, the number of hidden 

nodes is at all times less than the number of training 

data. In this case, HH T
 is invertible. So 

†H can be 

explicitly expressed as
TT HHH 1)( 

.  

Since H is an N by K matrix (represented as
KNR  ), 

while 
†H  

NKR  .  

B. Improved ELM 

 The Error Minimized ELM, namely IELM, is 

designed to update 1+k
†H  iteratively by ,H k

†
 instead 

of 1+kH , when one new node is added to the existing k 

hidden nodes network. It is assumed 1+kh is the new 

column in 1+kH from (k + 1)
 th

 neuron, 1+kU  is upper 

part of 1+k

† H  , and is lower part of
2

1+k

† H . The key 

steps are: 

1kK
†

k1k
T

K
†

k1k
T

1k
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)HH - (Ih
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Although it is claimed that the training time of IELM 

is less than that of ELM, it seems not true with simple 

analysis if the above formula is used directly. The 

most computational consuming step of IELM is 

multiplication of kH  and kH† , with complexity

)O(kN 2
, even more than N)O(k 2

in ELM. (Note 

NK   is usually the case.) However, with a little 

modification in EM-ELM, we can decrease the 

computational complexity considerably, with 

complexity of O )25( NkN   when even updating 

the output weights β:  
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Given a set of training data, assume that a single 

hidden layer neural network is to be trained, starting 

with 1 hidden nodes, to maximum number of hidden 

nodes maxK , and the expected learning accuracy  . 

Note that it is k
-1R instead of kR  used as an 

intermediate variable in the whole recursive process, 
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hence k
-1

k R = P is introduced in the procedure. The 

whole process of IELM is depicted in the Algorithm1. 

 

1: Randomly generate the single hidden node input 

weights set 0=i

I

i1  }{  

2: Calculate the hidden-layer output matrix 

)h = (H 11  

3: Calculate the inverse of 

2

1
 -

11
T

11

1111 )h(h = )
r

1
 = p = (P :R  

4: Calculate 11111 hp = q = Q  

5: Calculate the output weight T QP = ) = (ˆ
1

T

111   

6: do > ||T - H=|| )E(H and K  to1 =k  while kkkmax   

7: A new hidden node is added, the corresponding 

input weights set are generated 0=i

I

1k  },{ 

i i=0, and 

the corresponding  1+kh are calculated. 

8: Update the following variables in sequence: 

11   kk
T
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10: while end  

 

IV. EXPERIMENTS 

 The KDD Cup 1999 dataset used as in [28], [29] 

is used for benchmarking intrusion detection problems 

in our research work. The dataset was a collection of 

simulated raw TCP dump data over a period of nine 

weeks on a local area Network. The training data was 

processed to about five million connections records 

from seven weeks of network traffic and two weeks of 

testing data received around two million connection 

records. The training data is made up of 22 different 

attacks out of the 39 in the test data. The known attack 

types are those present in the training dataset while the 

novel attacks are the added attacks in the test datasets 

not available in the training data sets. The attacks types 

are grouped into four categories: 

DOS: Denial of service – e.g. syn flooding 

Probing: Surveillance and other probing, e.g. port 

scanning 

U2R: unauthorized access to local super user (root) 

privileges, e.g. buffer overflow attacks. 

R2L: unauthorized access from a remote machine like 

password guessing 

The training dataset consisted of 4, 94,021 records 

among which 97,277 (19.69%) were normal, 3,91,458 

(79.24%) DOS, 4,107 (0.83%) Probe, 1,126 (0.23%) 

R2L and 52 (0.01%) U2R connections. In each 

connection, 41 attributes describes the different 

features of the connection and a label assigned to each 

either as an attack type or as normal. Simulation 

results shows that the proposed IELM attains better 

detection rate and reduced false alarm rate. 

 

 

Table 1 Detection Rate 

 

 
 

Fig 1 Detection Rate 
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 DoS Probe U2R R2L 

IELM 98.1 98.7 97.7 63 

ELMwith Semantic 

Feature [27] 
96.8 75 5.3 4.2 

PSO with SVM [26] 97.9 98.6 68.9 19.5 
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Fig 2 False Alarm Rate 

 

 DoS Probe U2R R2L 

IELM 1.09 1.95 1.02 0.5 

ELM with Semantic 

Feature [27] 
0.1 11.7 47.8 35.4 

PSO with SVM [26] 0.07 3.1 0.05 0.35 

 

Table 2 False Alarm Rate 

 

V. CONCLUSIONS 

 The proposed research work intends in design 

and development of improved extreme learning 

machine classifier (IELM) for intrusion detection 

system. The proposed research work contributed a 

single layer neural network which is trained starting 

with hidden nodes to the maximum number of hidden 

nodes and the expected learning accuracy. The 

improved ELM makes use of an intermediate variable 

in the overall recursive process which obtains better 

learning rate with reduced error. KDD cup’99 dataset 

that contains four major types of attacks in the 

network is chosen for performing IELM 

classification. Performance metrics detection rate and 

false alarm rate are chosen. Simulation results shows 

that the proposed IELM classifier outperforms in 

terms of improved detection rate and reduced false 

alarm rate. 
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